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“Instead	of	pouring	knowledge	into	people’s	heads,	we	need	to	help	

them	grind	a	new	set	of	eyeglasses	so	that	we	can	see	the	world	in	

a	new	way.”	--	J	S	Brown. 

The aim of the Engineering Super Powers resource 
pack is to:

	 provide	information	and	activities	that	will	engage	pupils	to	learn			

	 about	science	and	engineering

	 enable	pupils	to	use	their	science	and	engineering	knowledge	to		 	
	 bioengineer	their	own	futuristic	super	powers	and	comic	strip		 	

	 character

	 raise	awareness	of	new	technologies	in	science,	engineering	and	the		

	 biomedical	field

Background to the resource

The idea

The idea for the project came from reading an article on Dr James Kakalios at the 
University of Minnesota, who uses comic book superheroes to teach introductory 
physics. Instead of just using the superhero topic to teach wouldn’t it be even better 
if students could invent their own comic strip character?

Comic strip characters

Superheroes have been a part of popular culture from as early as the 1930s. 
Originally in comic books, they have been developed for other media. Through the 
ages the characters have evolved and new ones, such as The Incredibles, have 
been introduced. The science of superheroes is usually determined by artists and 
writers. Only a few have super powers that are actually conceivable today, even 
with the huge advances that have been made in science since superheroes first 
emerged.

Using popular topics to teach science

Children regularly play with, read and talk about superheroes but do they have 
any concept that some powers are based on science while others are scientifically 
impossible? Through the concept of superheroes and villains this resource engages 
pupils with science and engineering enabling them to create their own futuristic 
super powers and 22nd century comic strip character based on current science and 
engineering developments.

Part 1: Using this resource pack and the learning context
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What the people involved in the project 

have to say...

 “.. everything we done, I had a smile on my face”   [primary pupil]

 “..I could find out things I didn’t think were real”   [primary pupil]

 “..it was fun and we learned loads”   [secondary pupil]

 “.. something new, more exciting, could do it again   [secondary pupil] 

  “.. excellent context for learning”   [primary teacher]

 “..a great project”    “.. brings some reality into science”   [secondary teacher]

Science and engineering role models 

The benefits of using role models

The Royal Society commissioned a study “to develop an understanding of how 
effective role models are in changing young people’s perceptions about scientists 
and engineers, encouraging them to aspire to careers in science, engineering or 
technology (SET) and pursue courses in SET”. The discussion groups with young 
people supported many of the points already highlighted in literature.

The	presence	of	young	role	models	and	of	role	models	from	

industry	or	business	helps	to	place	school	work	in	the	context	of	

the	real	world,	bringing	school	investigations	to	life	and	showing	

their	relevance.

We strongly encourage you to use role models to help deliver this topic. One of 
our bioengeering role models had this to say “… a	great	experience,	I	would	

do	it	again”	"It	was	invaluable...I	really	enjoyed	it...	It	was	really	

good	fun

Finding a role model

The Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Network runs the Science 
and Engineering Ambassadors (SEAs) Programme through the SETPOINTS. SEAs 
come from a wide variety of science, technology and engineering backgrounds and 
all share enthusiasm and commitment, along with a passion for what they do. Before 
visiting any school the SEAs are disclosure checked and receive training. To find 
out more contact your local SETPOINT (www.stemnet.org.uk/setpoints/setpoint_
map.cfm).

The Researchers in Residence scheme places PhD and post doctoral students 
in secondary schools across the UK. Young researchers from a diverse range of 
subjects (including all the sciences, social sciences, arts and humanities) contribute 
their ideas, fascination for their subject, skills and time to a project. Placements are 
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between 14 and 24 hours long. Visit the Researchers in Residence website to find 
out more (http://www.researchersinresidence.ac.uk/).

Learning outcomes

While designing their character children are taken through various stages of 
an engineering design process: identifying a need (new superhero or villain 
with scientific powers), conducting research on the problem, brainstorming 
different designs that fit the criteria based on their knowledge and understanding, 
selecting the most promising design, producing a prototype of the idea, and finally 
communicating and selling the product (their superhero or villain).

Through these activities children can learn:

	 a	range	of	research	skills

	 to	work	collaboratively

	 about	different	science	and	engineering	technologies

	 about	bioengineering

	 to	use	their	knowledge	to	develop	new	technologies

	 about	the	real	science	and	engineering	behind	superheroes
	 and	villains

Learning Tasks

Group working and folders

We suggest people work in small groups of roughly four to develop their character. 
Pupils who took part in the pilot project, despite not being enthusiastic about group 
work at the start of the project, found working in groups beneficial. It meant that 
they all had to work together even when initially they had different opinions of what 
super powers to have or whether to have a villain(ess) or a hero(ine) to create their 
character. 

Each group should have their own folder to:
• store their worksheets,
• collect articles on bioengineering, new technologies, superheroes and   
 villains,
• and collate ideas for their super powers and character design. 

Practical activities

You probably don't have time to carry out all the activities in the resource pack so 
pick the activities that are the most suitable in each section. We recommend you use 
the short quizzes to introduce the two topics. The superhero and villain quiz should 
get people thinking about the science behind super powers. The bioengineering quiz 
introduces new technologies and people should start to think about what could be 
possible in future.
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If you prepare the resources in advance all the practical activities (without optional 
activities and extensions) can be done in 45 minutes. We recommend you try the 
activities yourself first then decide the best way to run them.  At the start of each 
activity there is a list of the resources you will need to carry out the investigation. 
Below for each activity we have identified optional internet (website links should be 
investigated in advance to judge their suitability) and extension activities, the key 
concept(s) and suggested ways of working.

Superheroes and villains activities

Superman This activity is best done in pairs. Key concept(s) – memory 

Poison	Ivy This activity works well in small groups or pairs. Lipstick might need 
more time at the end of the session to set. Optional internet and 'hands-on' 
extension activity. Key concept(s) – material properties (solid, liquid and melting) 
and toxins. 

Dr	Octopus'	Harness This activity can be done as a challenge in small groups 
or pairs. Key concept(s) – building stable structures (shapes, forces, loads and 
materials) and  artificial arms.

Bioengineering activities

How	do	your	muscles	work?	This activity can be done individually or in pairs. 
Can be related to  fair testing. Optional extension activity. Key concept(s) – forces, 
loads, muscles and adrenaline.

Build	an	artificial	muscle This activity works well in pairs. Optional internet 
activity. Key concept(s) – electric circuits and smart wire.

Shape	memory	alloy	springs This activity works well in pairs with small group 
discussions on the answers. Can be related to fair testing. Optional internet activity. 
Key concept(s) – material properties, shape memory alloy materials and transition 
temperature.

Gait	cycle	study	for	exoskeleton	This activity works well in pairs. Optional 
internet activity and extension activity. Key concept(s) – gait cycle and exoskeleton.

Motion	capture This activity contains two parts and is best done in two sessions. 
We suggest you do part one and prepare the box in the first session. Then film the 
hand in the second session and show the clip at the end. Part one is best done 
individually and part two in pairs or small groups. Optional internet activity. Key 
concept(s) – properties of light (reflection) and motion capture.

Artificial	blood	substitutes This activity works well in pairs or small groups. 
Can be related to  fair testing. Optional extension activity. Key concept(s) – liquid 
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properties, velocity, viscosity and blood vessels.

Bone	strength This activity works well in pairs. If you have groups of four 
designing a superhero or villain split each group and get half to make the bone 
without play dough and the other half with it. To make the bones we suggest setting 
a 20 minute challenge. Optional internet activity. Key concept(s) – building stable 
structures (shapes, forces, loads and materials) and bone structure.

Polymorph	plastic	This activity works well individually with small group 
discussions on the answers. Key concept(s) – material properties and melting point.

Tissue	engineer	a	finger	This activity works well in pairs or individually. Key 
concept(s) – anatomy of the finger and tissue engineering.

Designing your character

Start designing your superhero or villain by looking at the science behind current 
superheroes and villains using the quiz and practical activities. Next use the 
bioengineering quiz and practical activities to learn about current and future 
bioengineering technologies. To get some ideas about the type of super powers you 
could design have a look at the answers on the worksheets and the materials you 
have collected. For further inspiration look at the superhero(in)es and villain(esse)
s on the Engineering Super Powers website (www.engineeringsuperpowers.org). 
Don't forget that your futuristic super powers should be scientifically possible, if not 
now, then in 50 years time!

If possible involve an artist in the bringing the characters to life stage to help the 
groups draw their characters. “The	artist	came	round	and	he	asked	us	

about	our	character	and	then	he	asked	us	about	the	background	

of	the	character	and	we	just	sort	of	built	up	a	story	behind	it	…it	

was	quite	good…it	made	you	think	about	what	the	character	was	all	

about…”	 [pupil].

Presenting your character

Get each group to present their engineered superhero or villain to the other groups, 
and where possible, their peers and families. They must explain why their character 
is the best one to either save the world from the forces of evil or triumph over the 
forces of good. They should draw their character and prepare a pitch outlining their 
super powers and why their character should win. Get the audience to ask questions 
and either give each group a score or get them to vote for their favourite (not 
including their own character).

Curricular links
Instead of giving detailed links for each practical activity we have included the main 
areas of the Scottish and English curriculum that the activities in this pack can 
relate to. Inventing your superhero or villain and creating comic strips can also have 
curricular links with Art and English.
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Scotland

Skills	in	Science - Preparing for Tasks, Carrying out Tasks, Reviewing and 
Reporting on Tasks

Earth	and	Space - Materials From Earth (Level B & C), Changing Materials 
(Level B)

Energy	and	Forces - Properties and Uses of Energy (Level C & D), Conversion 
and Transfer of Energy (Level C & E), Forces and their Effects (Level B)

Living	Things	and	the	Processes	of	Life - The Processes of Life 
(Level B, C & D)

Technology - Needs and How They are Met, Resources and How They are 
Managed, Processes and How They are Applied

Skills	in	Technology - Preparing for Tasks, Carrying Out Tasks, Reviewing and 
Reporting on Tasks

England

Sc1	Scientific	enquiry – Key Stage 2 and 3

Sc2	Life	Processes	and	living	things – Humans and other animals (Key Stage 
2), Humans as organisms (Key Stage 3)

Sc3	Materials	and	their	properties – Grouping and classifying materials (Key 
Stage 2), Changing materials (Key Stage 2), Classifying materials (Key Stage 3)

Sc4	Physical	Processes – Electricity and magnetism (Key Stage 2), Forces and 
motion (Key Stage 2), Light and Sound (Key Stage 2), Electricity (Key Stage 3), 
Forces and Motion (Key Stage 3) and Light and Sound (Key Stage 3).

Classroom	requirements	and	safety

While we have minimised the risk involved in the activities it is important that 
you conduct your own risk assessment. A useful resource is Be Safe! published 
by the ASE. Where a risk has been identified safety precautions are given in the 
activity. If you are unsure about the safety of any activity then please consult your 
Education Authority (Health and Safety) Guidelines. 
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Superheroes and Villains

The	science	and	engineering	behind	superheroes	and	villains

We suggest you start thinking about engineering your super powers by looking at 
some of the science behind the powers of current superheroes and villains. What 
super powers do they have and are they scientifically possible or impossible? A 
useful place to start is the BBC website “The Science of Superheroes” (see useful 
websites at the end of this pack.) If you have time we recommend reading “The 
Science of Superheroes” and “The Science of Supervillains” by Lois Gresh and 
Robert Weinberg.

How	well	do	you	know	your	superheroes	and	villains?	

Before trying the superhero and villain quiz why not play a matching game? 
Photocopy the quiz sheet and cut out each of the super powers and the names of 
the superheroes/villains  (or you could print out an image of each of them).  Now 
match the super power to the superhero or villain.

Science	mission	-	possible	or	impossible?

Three ‘hands-on’ activities that investigate the science behind Superman’s memory, 
Poison Ivy’s lipstick and Dr Octopus’ harness.

 Part 2: Bioengineering superheroes and villains
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Practical activities:

superhero and villain quiz

Superman

Super Powers Possible?

incapable of being injured or damaged yes no

vision powers (telescopic, infra-red and microscopic vision) yes no

accurately remembers images sounds and objects yes no

super hearing  yes no

Elastigirl

Super Powers  Possible?

very flexible and able to stretch yes no

super strength yes no

Batman

Super Powers Possible?

superior human ability in martial arts, acrobatics 
and escape artistry yes no

large selection of specialized gadgets e.g. the Batmobile  yes no

a belt that contains explosives, infra-red flash light, 
smoke capsule, fingerprint equipment, miniature camera, 
pass keys, tiny oxyacetylene torch, gas capsule  yes no
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Poison Ivy

Super Powers Possible?

skin poisons that kill yes no

toxic lipstick yes no

killer plants yes no

Dr Octopus

Super Powers  Possible? 

A harness with arms that are: 

controlled by the brain  yes no

can lift up to nine tons or two African elephants each yes no

allow him to move rapidly (50 miles per hour) over any ground  yes no

Spider-Man

Super Powers  Possible? 

able to cling to walls / stick to most surfaces yes no

fast and nimble with perfect balance and stability yes no

night vision yes no

ability to shoot / spin webs yes no
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Science Mission- Possible or Impossible?

Resource list to test your memory
  
1. 32 paired cards (or make your own superhero and villain pairs) 

2. a stopwatch 

1. Shuffle the cards and place them in four rows of eight (or try four rows
 of five...then six...then seven...then eight) with the superhero face up as   
 shown. 

 You have one minute to memorise where each card is. Now turn all the   
 cards over but don’t move them. 

SUPERMAN-He	accurately	remembers	images.	How	likely	is	that?
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2. Start the timer and match the cards by turning over two cards at a time.   
 Each time you turn over a pair (two cards) is one move.

3. If the pair do not match turn them back over and try another pair. When you  
 match a pair leave them sitting face up and try another pair.

4. Count the number of moves you make and the time it takes you to 
 match all 16 pairs. 

5. Decide how you are going to record your results. What do you need 
 to record? 
 
 [name, turn, number of moves and the time it took]

6. Have another turn. 

 How accurately did you remember where the cards where? 
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Did you improve?

Did you remember where the pairs were each time and match them in 16 moves?

Do you think its possible to match each pair first time like Superman?

Memory 
Memory is the ability of an organism to store, retain, and subsequently recall 
(remember) information. There are three main stages in forming and recalling 
memories:

 Encoding – when you process and modify the information you    
 have received through your senses (touch, sight, smell,     
 sound, taste)

 Storage  -  creating a record in the brain of the encoded     
   information

 Recall  - responding to a stimulus by calling back the information

Some people are better at processing, storing and recalling memories than others. 
You can improve your memory. It is easier to remember a string of numbers 
1752948036 by bunching them together i.e. 17 52 94 80 36  or connecting them 
to other things e.g. 175 white cups, 294 paper plates, 80 blue napkins and 36 red 
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balloons. You can also use rhymes or phrases e.g. Richard Of York Gave Battle In 
Vain for the colours of the Rainbow – Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and 
Violet. 

Extension Activity - Test your memory (see useful websites at the 
   end of this pack).
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Resource list to make poison ivy’s lipstick	

15 tbsp grapeseed oil  •	
1 tbsp honey •	
45g beeswax•	
food colouring•	
measuring spoons•	
microwave•	
large microwave safe bowl•	
small portable plastic container or tin •	
long heat proof gloves•	  

• 

Safety tips: Be very careful when handling the hot oil and wax which 
can cause burns. Wear long heat proof gloves and cover any exposed 
skin (e.g. arms and hands) while the mixture is being heated and 
cooled. Do not overheat the mixture: stop heating as soon as the wax 
has melted. If you need to carry the hot mixture make sure the route 
is clear and cover the top of the container with tinfoil or cling film 
to prevent spills. Do not place an airtight lid on the mixture when 
hot. To protect clothes from possible food colouring spills wear an 

apron.

1. Measure out 15 tablespoons of grapeseed oil into the bowl. 
2. Add the 45g block of beeswax.
3. Microwave for a maximum of 30 seconds at a time, stirring 
 in-between in the microwave,  until the beeswax has melted (this    
 should take approximately two minutes).
4. Add 1 tablespoon of honey.
5. Add a couple of drops of food colouring. 
6. Mix all the ingredients together.
7. Let the mixture cool. 
8. Stir every second minute. (To cool quickly put it in the fridge.)
9. Once the mixture is cool transfer to your container and leave to set.

Poison Ivy -	She	never	leaves	home	without	her	lipstick.

	 But	how	does	she	make	it?
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Ooops forgot the poison!  Which deadly plant toxin would you put in your lip gloss? 
Why not have a look on the internet for a suitable plant toxin while your lip gloss cools? 

Do you think it’s possible for Poison Ivy to make toxic lipstick?

Toxins
A toxin must enter the body to kill someone. It can be inhaled (through the nose and 
mouth), eaten or in the case of a toxic lipstick enter the body through the skin. Poisons 
can also be injected into the body e.g. bee stings and snake bites.

Why is Poison Ivy’s lipstick not toxic to her? Perhaps she puts a ‘barrier lipstick’ 
underneath that stops the poison passing through. Or her lipstick may contain a 
substance that is toxic to other people but not to her. For example nuts are only toxic for 
some people.

There are animals who use poisons on their skin. Poison Dart frogs produce toxins in 
their skin. The Hooded Pitohui bird also produces a toxin on its skin and feathers. They 
use their toxins to stop other animals eating them. The Slow Loris has poison secreting 
patches on the inside of its elbows. It puts the poison on its young to stop them being 
eaten.

Extension Activity – Make your own edible lipstick (see useful websites
 at the end of this pack).
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Resource list to make Dr Octopus’ harness

K’nex or Meccano set (the more pieces you have the 
better the harness!)

The challenge is to build two tentacles (arms) with 
pincers (hands) on the end.

1. The tentacles should be attached to a harness.

2. The tentacles should have at least two sections that can move.

3. One of the pincers (three finger-like limbs) should be able to lift up a pencil

4. The other pincer should be able to turn round like a fan.

How would your harness attach to the body?	

Can you move the tentacles on your harness using your brain like you do your arms?

Do you think it’s possible to engineer Dr Octopus’ harness?

DR OCTOPUS – You	put	your	left	arm	in,	you	put	your	right	arm	

in,	your	put	your	first	tentacle	in,	you	put	your	second	tentacle	

in.........	Can	you	shake	the	pieces	all	about	and	build	Dr	Octopus’	

harness?
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Artificial Limbs

Artificial limbs are not science fiction. In fact they’ve been around for many years. You 
might know that early artificial legs were made from wood and hands were replaced by 
hooks. But did you know the Egyptians made artificial toes? Over the years artificial limbs 
have become more advanced. 

Today the world’s most advanced artificial arm can be moved by thoughts alone, just like 
a real arm. The wearer no longer needs to use their body to press switches that move 
the limb. Now the four nerves that were once connected to the arm can be connected to 
move the chest muscles. When brain signals pass down the nerves to tell the arm which 
movement to make the movement of the chest muscle is converted by a computer to 
move the artificial arm. 
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Bioengineering
What is bioengineering?

Bioengineering / Biomedical engineering  
- the application of engineering principles and techniques to problems in
  medicine and biology.

It’s not a new subject. In fact one of the first examples of bioengineering dates back to the 
ancient Egyptians. A mummy was found with a carved wooden prosthesis, complete with 
toenail. The wooden prosthesis (an artificial device used to replace a body part) replaced 
the big toe, which carries a lot of weight when walking and provides stability. You could 
say that bioengineering has been around for over 3000 years!

Have you not heard the one about the pirate with a wooden leg, a hook instead of a 
hand and a patch over his right eye? When asked how it happened the pirate replies, “a 
shark bit me leg off, lost me hand in battle and salt water got in me eye.” Confused his 
mate says, “You lost your eye when salt water got in it?” The pirate responds, “Well it 
was me first day with the hook.” Thanks to bioengineers the pirate had artificial devices 
(prostheses) to replace some of the functions of his leg and hand. These days artificial 
limbs are more elaborate, designed for function and look.

What about the eye the pirate lost? Right, aye. That’s a bit more complicated. To restore 
sight bioengineers are working on artificial eyes that use computer chips to link the device 
to your brain. It’s no longer science fiction. Bionic arms controlled by the brain already 
exist. Another possibility is tissue engineering. Tissue engineering uses living cells and 
temporary structures (scaffolds) to grow new tissue and eventually organs in the lab.

Tissue Engineering

Tissue engineers use cells, materials, chemicals and their engineering, biology, chemistry 
and physics knowledge to improve or replace biological functions and tissues (e.g. 
bone, blood vessels, liver, etc). For example artificial skin can be grown from cells called 
fibroblasts found in the lower dermal layer of your skin.  To grow artificial skin the living 
cells are placed on collagen structures in a warm environment at 37°C and fed regularly. 
The skin cells make themselves at home and start to divide and multiply forming skin 
tissue. To stay healthy and continue growing the cells need a supply of food and to be 
able to get rid of their waste products. Currently bioengineers can grow skin, tissue, 
bones, blood vessels, even bladders and are working on other organs.

Biomechanics

Biomechanics is the study of external and internal forces on the living body. It covers the 
development of mechanical substitutes for body parts, e.g. artificial limbs and prosthesis, 
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assistive tools and rehabilitation aids. As well as studying the mechanics of muscle 
movement and other biological processes. For example, studying your body movements 
during a range of activities including sports (they can even suggest ways of improving 
your sporting ability).
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Practical activities:

Bioengineering quiz

If you are running this activity with a group of people we recommend you split them 
into small groups, print out an image of each technology (it’s easier to identify an 
artificial eye as bionic if the picture shows the silicone implant) and ask the groups to 
identify the technologies, which part of the body it replaces and if the technology is 
in use or still being developed. 

Do an image search on the internet for the technologies and circle “in use” if you 
think people are routinely fitted with the device or “still being developed” if it is not 
routinely used yet.

Technology It is............

bionic eye  in use / still being developed

artificial heart in use / still being developed

artificial arteries in use / still being developed

artificial lung in use / still being developed

hip joint prosthesis in use / still being developed

artificial leg in use / still being developed
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Biomechanics - How do your muscles work?

Resource list for how do your muscles work 

strong cardboard or plywood / correx -2 lengths about      •	
20x4 cm long and a small piece 10x10 cm for the hand.

3 split pins•	

string approx 20 cm long •	

small weights up to 200g •	

Safety tip: Be careful when placing the weights on the hand.    
Check the surface below the hand as falling weights can     

cause damage. Do not increase the weight above 200g. 

1. Cut out of the cardboard the three pieces shown in the pattern 
 (see diagram 1). Make holes where the black marks are and cut out a    
 slot where the black line is.

2.  Next line up the two holes marked A (at the ends of the two lengths of    
 board) and push a split pin through both holes to make the elbow pivot.

3. Push a split pin through the hole marked B, making sure it is pointing in    
 the same direction as the pin at A, and fix the string   to the split pin.

4. Now push the string through the hole marked C and  
 loosely fix it in place by sticking a split pin through  
 the hole (making sure it is pointing in the same   
 direction as the other pins) so that when the string is  
 tight the two halves of the arm are roughly at 90˚ to  
 each other (see diagram 2). 

5. Push the smaller piece of board into the slot, 
 to make a hand. 

6. Hold the ‘upper arm’ so that it is vertical and put a small weight 
 (100g or less)  onto the hand.

THE INCREDIBLE HULK-	Is	it	the	release	of	adrenaline	that	triggers	
his	superhuman	powers	and	how	do	his	muscles	work?

Diagram 2

C

A
B
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What do you have to do to the string to lift the mass?

Does anything change when you increase the weight (up to a maximum of 200g) on the 
hand? 

What is going on?
We exert force through changes of length in our muscles. To raise the arm and the load 
you need to shorten the string. When we raise a load in a real arm the biceps muscle 
at the top of  your arm shortens in length (contracts) and also bulges. When the load is 
lowered the triceps muscle contracts. When the mass of the load is increased it becomes 
more difficult to lift and lower the arm. The muscles must work harder and use up more 
enengy. 

When we are afraid, excited or nervous adrenaline (a substance produced by the body) 
is released into the bloodstream. Adrenaline increases the heart rate and 
prepares us to fight or run known as the ‘fight or flight’ response. This 
increase in heart rate speeds up the supply of oxygen and glucose to 
the brain and muscles which can then work harder than you’d ever 
thought possible!  

Extension Activity - Try feeling the changes in your bicep 
when you lift and lower your arm. Place one hand on the 
opposite arm’s biceps (the front muscle on your upper arm) so 
that your wrist is on the inner side of your arm and your fingers 
on the outer arm. Bend the arm and observe the change in the 
length of the muscle. The changes that you should have observed 
are that a contracting muscle gets harder, shorter, and thicker. 
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Biomechanics- build an artificial muscle

A4 sheet of card •	

scissors•	

double-sided tape•	

3 screw terminal blocks•	

screwdriver to fit terminal block screws•	

10 cm length of smart wire (can be obtained from •	
 www.mutr.co.uk)

two small crimping fastners for smart wire (can be •	
 obtained from www.mutr.co.uk)

insulated wire (approx 20 cm in length)•	

battery clip•	

battery case for 2 A4 batteries (preferably with a switch)•	

2 A4 batteries•	 	

Safety	tips:	Avoid	rechargeable	batteries.	Explain	about	the	dangers	

of	electricity	and	that	low	voltage	batteries	are	a	less	dangerous	

source	of	electricity.	Do	not	touch	the	wires	when	the	circuited	is	

connected.	Ideally	switch	the	circuit	on	and	off	with	a	switched	

battery	holder.	There	is	a	small	risk	of	burning	if	the	smart	wire	is	

overheated. 

1. First cut out the thin strip on the card as indicated on 
 the template (see diagram).	

DR OCTOPUS - His	harness	has	four	powerful	metal	arms	that	allow	

him	to	walk	up	sheer	concrete	walls,	move	quickly	about	and	grab	

items.	How	do	the	artificial	muscles	in	his	harness	work?
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Cut here✂
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2. Now stick your terminal blocks on the card in the places indicated with   
 double sided sticky tape. 

3. Place one end of the smart wire in a crimping fastner, put the crimping   
 fastener in terminal block 1 and tighten the screw to press down on the   
 crimping fastener and smart wire. Repeat this process at the other end   
 of the smart wire in terminal block 2. The smart wire between the screw   
 terminal blocks should be tight when the card is flat.

4. Next join one end of the smart wire to a length of the insulated wire    
 in screw terminal block 1. Place the end of the insulated wire in the    
 other side of the screw terminal block and fix in place using the screwdriver. 

5. Place the other end of this piece of insulated wire in  terminal block 3 and   
 use the screwdriver to fix in place.

6. Place one of the battery clip leads in the other end of screw     
 terminal block 3 and fix in place using the screwdriver. 

7. Join the other battery clip lead to the end of the smart wire by placing in   
 screw terminal block 1 and fixing in place using the screwdriver. 

8. Put the batteries in the holder and connect the battery clip to it. 

9. Turn the switch on the battery holder on for no more than 5 seconds.  Do   
 not leave the circuit connected and on. The shape memory wire may   
 overheat loosing its memory properties and the batteries will run   
 down very quickly.

What happens to the the card below the smart wire?
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What do you think happens to the smart wire to make this happen?

To repeat the experiment you need to flatten the card again by holding it and 
pulling down at both ends at terminal blocks 1 and 2. 

How do you think an artificial muscle would straighten an arm? 

Can you think of any weaknesses artificial muscles might have?
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What is going on?

When the wire is connected to the battery, the free end of the card should rise up 
vertically by about 30mm. Moving the switch completes the circuit and electricity flows 
from the battery through the smart wire. When electricity passes through the smart wire, 
the wire shortens and is heated in the process. The card moves because the smart wire is 
anchored at two points. The shorter wire pulls on the card curling the card and raising the 
free end. 

An artificial arm is a prosthesis (a device that substitutes for a missing or damaged part). 
Artificial muscles are used to move the arm. Today it is possible for people wearing 
artificial arms to move the arm using only their thoughts - just like a real arm. Have look 
yourself by searching on the internet for ‘neural prosthetic arm’.

 32
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Biomechanics - shape memory alloy springs

Resource list for shape memory alloy springs	

2-way Memory spring (can be obtained from www.mutr.co.uk)•	

Smart spring (can be obtained from www.mutr.co.uk)•	

2 small deep heatproof watertight containers•	

hot water at 90ºC •	

cold water•	

tweezers •	

Safety tips: Nickel alloys can irritate the skin-this is the same risk 
as handling ‘copper’ coins that contain nickel. Be careful with hot 
water and if appropriate wear gloves. To prevent spills only place 
a small amount of hot water in the container (just enough to cover 
the spring). Use a deep container to minimise the small risk of the 
springs flying out of the container. Do not overheat the springs by 
placing them in water above 90ºc. Always use tweezers to lift the 
springs in and out the hot and cold water. Never touch the springs 
when they are heating or cooling (there is a small risk of skin being 

trapped). 

Write down what you think will happen when you place the 2-way Memory and Smart 
springs in the hot water and what will happen in the cold water?

ANACONDA-She	has	the	superhuman	ability	to	extend	her	arms	

and	legs	to	about	one	and	a	half	times	their	normal	length	and	

constrict	her	opponents	like	a	snake.	What	could	the	alloy-based	

substance	in	her	skeleton	be?

hot water
2-way Memory spring:

Smart spring:

cold water
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1. Now place the 2-way Memory and then the Smart spring in the hot water   
 and then the cold water. What happens? 

2. Open up the Smart spring by about 1 cm by gently pulling the ends apart.   
 Place it in the hot water and record what happens.

What is going on?
A shape memory alloy (SMA) is a material that has a memory. It can be made to 
remember shapes by using a special process to heat it. The process of changing from 
one shape back to its original shape can be repeated millions of times. The temperature 
at which SMA remembers its original form is called the transition temperature and when 
this temperature is reached, the SMA changes shape.  A transition is a change in state 
from one form into another, just like when water freezes it 
turns into ice. The most common SMA is an alloy (mixture 
of metals) called nitinol (nickel and titanium). 

Scientists and engineers have been developing shape 
memory alloys for robotics projects and to simulate human 
muscle motion. Perhaps in the future amputees will be 
fitted with fully functional artificial limbs made from 
shape memory alloys, or robots will be able to move 
and walk just like us because their components are 
based on SMA actuators (a device that performs a 
mechanical motion). To find out more about humanoid 
robots have a look on the internet for the robot called 
ASIMO produced by Honda.

hot water
2-way Memory spring:

Smart spring:

cold water
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Biomechanics-gait cycle study for an exoskeleton

Resource list for gait cycle study for exoskeleton	

2 metre length of string marked at 25cm intervals with pen, tape, etc.•	

masking tape •	

1. First make sure the measuring string is straight and fixed to the floor with   
 masking tape at both ends.

2. Now stand with your left foot at the start of the string and your weight on   
 your left leg.

3. Lift your right foot and take a step placing it in front of our left foot just like   
 you would do when walking normally.

4. Now take another step forward onto your left leg and stop moving forward   
 when your right foot is on the ground in front of your left foot.

5. Place a piece of masking tape where the front of your right foot lands. You   
 have just completed one gait cycle. 
 Gait cycle is another word for continuous walking movement.

6. Measure the length of your gait cycle. From the start of the string to where   
 the front of your right foot landed.

What is the length of your half gait cycle

IRON MAN-His	armour	provides	superhuman	strength,	protection	

from	attacks,	a	sealed	environment	with	its	own	life	support,	an	

assorted	weapons	systems,	jet	boot	flight,	communication	devices	

and	sensors	(e.g.	radar	and	radio)	and	is	controlled	by	his	brain.	To	

design	armour	to	allow	the	Iron	Man	to	walk	easily	what	would	you	

need	to	know?
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If you can compare the length of your half gait cycle with other people. Are there any 
differences?

What is going on?
In the olden days knights used to wear armour for protection but it stopped them moving 
easily and naturally. If we want to design an exoskeleton (hard protective outer covering) 
that allows us to move naturally we have to know which muscles we use to walk and 
when they contract (shorten and pull), so that we can make the exoskeleton move in the 
same way. We can learn this from studying gait cycles. 

We usually do not think about how we walk - it seems to happen automatically. This is 
because you learned how to walk when you were younger and your nervous system 
has remembered how to walk. The nervous system gathers information and responds 
to changes in the environment either inside or outside the body. Powered human 
exoskeletons previously seen in science fiction movies and books have been developed 
by engineers.  Don’t believe us? Why not do an internet 
image search for exoskeleton?

Extension Activity - All sorts of walking 
aids, for example an orthosis (a device that 
is applied externally to the body to correct 
problems, improve function or relieve 
symptoms by supporting or assisting the 
muscular skeletal system), prosthesis (an 
artificial device that replaces a missing body 
part such as a limb) and even a walking 
stick can alter the way you walk. The way 
you walk often loses its smoothness and 
people need to develop a new way of walking. 
Try repeating the exercise above using a walking 
stick to lean on. How does it affect your gait 
cycle?
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Biomechanics-motion capture

Resource list for motion capture	

16 light reflecting markers •	
 (we used 3M reflective tape www.3mselect.co.uk)

a pair of black gloves•	

large cardboard box (taped shut with three small holes-see •	
 instructions below)

torch (preferably with small focused beam)•	

tape•	

video camera•	

a dark cloth that covers the ends of the cardboard box •	

Motion Capture Part 1

Motion capture is a special filming technique that allows us to show exactly how 
body parts move. Markers that reflect light are placed on the subject (person or 
moving object) and cameras film the position of the reflecting markers. A computer 
then recreates the movement showing only the reflective markers which appear as 
dots.

1. The five pictures of the person walking below are in the right order.    
 The green ‘stick figure’ pictures are motion capture images. They are    
  computerised images of the same person walking produced from the    
 camera images. 

2. Can you match the body parts to the first stick figure image? Draw a line   
 from the word to the body part of the stick figure.

3. Now put the number of the photo in the box below the motion capture    
 image you think is correct.

MYSTERIO-Mysterio	is	an	expert	designer	of	special	effects	

devices	and	stage	illusions,	a	master	hypnotist	and	magician.	

How	does	he	produce	his	special	effects?
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(to find out the answer see the Useful Website section)

Motion Capture Part 2

Safety tips: You will need at least two people to carry out this 
experiment-one to hold and operate the video camera and the 
other to wear the gloves. Be very careful cutting out the holes 
in the cardboard box. Do not place your hand on the other side 
of the box when you are cutting through the cardboard. Check the 
electrical safety of the video camera and follow the manufacturers 

instructions. 

1. The picture shows a right hand with white dots where the reflective    
 markers should be placed. To make all the hand segments visible, you will  

 need to stick on 16 reflective markers. 

2. Draw the five missing reflective markers on the hand in   
 the picture (to find out the answer see the Useful Website   
 section).

3. Now put the markers on the right hand glove in the same   
 locations as they are on the hand in the picture.

4. Cut a small hole in one end of the cardboard box half way  
 between the top and the middle of the box, to fit the video   
 camera lens. About 10cm below the video camera hole   

    cut a second hole that just fits the torch. 

1 2 3 4 5

A B C D E

chest
hip
knee
heel
ankle
toes
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5. Now cut a third hole in the opposite side of the cardboard box that you can  
 just fit your hand through. 

6. Place the dark cloth over the top of the box. It should cover the hole you   
 put your hand through and if possible hang down the other side covering   
 the video camera  and torch holes. 

7. The person filming should place the video camera lens in the hole, switch   
 it on and check the box is completely dark without the torch turned on. If   
 the box is not completely dark seal up any gaps where light is coming in.
 
8. The second person should put on the black gloves and place their left   
 hand (without any reflective markers) in the box under the dark cloth.   
 Check no light is entering the box and film the hand moving in     
 the dark. Now switch on the torch and make sure that the light from the   
 torch is pointing at the middle of the hand. [If the torch is lighting up   
 the box as well as the hand try putting black card over the     
 beam and cutting out a small hole in the middle to focus      
 the beam.] Film the hand moving.

9. Then place the right hand (with the reflective markers) in the box under   
 the dark cloth. As before check no light is entering the box and film the   
 hand moving in the dark. Now switch on the torch, check that the light   
 from the torch is pointing at the middle of the hand and film the hand   
 moving.

Finally have a look at the film footage on the video camera.  Is it easier to see the moving 
parts of the hand in the black glove or the glove with the reflective markers?

What is going on?
It’s easier to see the different parts of the hand moving on the glove with the reflective 
markers. The reflective tape on the glove is highly visible because most of the torch light 
is bounced back (reflected) towards the camera. The black glove is less visible because 
nearly all of the white light from the torch is absorbed. The black glove will become hotter 
as the energy from the light is changed into heat. 
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Motion capture systems use cameras that have been changed to only pick up the bright 
light from the markers. The film footage is usually converted by a computer to show the 
reflective markers as dots. Using the positions of the markers a computer programme 
can then draw body parts around the dots. For example, Gollum in the film ‘The Lord of 
the Rings’ was produced using motion capture. A real man’s movements were filmed and 
then Gollum’s features were added after. To find out more see useful websites.

 40
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Tissue Engineering - artificial blood substitutes

Resource list for artificial blood substitutes	

clear tubing approximately 30 cm long (we used tubing with a diameter of approx •	
0.5 cm) 

a syringe (or funnel small enough to fit in the tubing)•	

a bucket•	

a measuring beaker or jug•	

a stop watch•	

a ruler•	

10 ml of water•	

10 ml of washing up liquid•	

10 ml of tomato ketchup •	

Safety tips: Make sure the end of the tubing is 
in the bucket before pouring the liquid. Clean up any spillages 

immediately.

1. Set up the equipment as shown in the picture. Hold the tubing in the    
 bucket with the end just touching the bottom of the bucket.

2. Place the small end of the barrel of the syringe (or funnel) in the top of the   
 tubing.

3. Measure out 10 ml of water.

4. Start the timer at the same time as you start to pour the water into the   
 syringe.

5. Stop the timer as soon as the last drop of water comes out of the end of   
 the tube.

6. Record the time in a table like the one below.

CAPTAIN AMERICA-After	taking	Super-Soldier	serum	he	changed	

into	the	“perfect”	human	-	intelligent,	strong,	fast,	agile,	immune	

to	many	diseases	and	as	durable	as	it’s	possible	for	a	human	to	be.	

The	formula	enhances	all	of	his	metabolic	functions	and	prevents	

the	build-up	of	toxins	in	his	muscles.	To	flow	round	his	body	

quickly	what	properties	should	the	Super-Soldier	serum	have?
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7. Repeat the experiment with the 10 ml of washing up liquid and finally the   
 10ml of tomato ketchup. Don’t forget to write the time it takes for the    
 substance to flow through the tube in your table.

 Now calculate the velocity (speed at which the fluid moves through the   
 tube) of the fluid.

8. First measure the length of your tubing in centimetres and convert to   
 meters by dividing by 100 e.g. a tubing length of 30 cm = 0.3 m

9. To calculate the velocity of the water divide this length by the time it took   
 the liquid to flow through the tube.

 

 

Which ‘blood substitute’ had the slowest velocity flowing through the tube?

Compare the blood substitute with the slowest velocity with the blood substitute with the 
fastest velocity. What differences do you notice in the properties of the liquid?
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What is going on?
The particles in a liquid are close together, not arranged in order and move around each 
other. This is why liquids are able to flow and take the shape of their container. How easily 
the particles move over each other is a measure of viscosity (the resistance of a liquid to 
flow). Viscosity depends on the force holding the liquid particles together and the shape of 
the liquid particles. The greater the viscosity the more slowly the liquid flows. Ketchup is a  
viscous (thick) liquid. 

Arteries and veins are flexible tubes called blood vessels. Arteries carry blood from the 
heart delivering oxygen and nutrients to body tissue. Veins return blood to the heart 
removing carbon dioxide and other waste products from the tissue. 
They also carry the cells of the immune system. Thick blood tends to 
coagulate (stick together) and form unwanted blood clots (lumps) 
that can block the blood flow to the heart or brain, causing a 
heart attack, stroke or death. Artificial blood substitutes are 
used to increase the volume of blood (if a person has had 
major blood loss) or to increase the amount of oxygen in the 
blood. 

Extension Activity – if you have tubing with different 
diameters (hole sizes) try repeating the experiment 
only using water and changing the size of the tube. 
What happens to the velocity of the water 
when you increase the tube size?
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Tissue Engineering-bone strength
Resource list for bone strength 

newspaper•	
cardboard (tubes and flat sheets)•	
play dough•	
scissors•	
rulers•	
sellotape•	
small bucket•	
two clamps and support stands•	
weights, sand or pennies (to act as the load)•	  

Safety tips: Make sure the three point load test equipment is strong 
and stable enough to withstand the maximum load. We recommend 
using a maximum load of 2 kg and increasing the load by 50 g at a 
time. Set up the test rig well way from people and place something 
soft (e.g. a cushion) underneath for the bucket to land on if it 

falls. 

Design two bones that are as strong as possible 
using the materials provided.

1. The first bone should be approximately 20 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm with a hole in   
 the middle 1 cm x 1 cm. The overall diameter (width from one side to    
 the other) should be roughly 7 cm.

Outer diameter 3cm

Inner diameter 1cm

Length 20cm

2. The second bone should be the same size but fill the centre 
 with play dough.

WOLVERINE-	He	has	a	nearly	unbreakable	metal	alloy	adamantium	

bonded	to	his	skeleton	and	his	bones	are	almost	unbreakable	which	

increases	his	strength.	What	makes	his	bones	super	strong?
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3. Set up the equipment as shown in the picture. Hold the bone to be tested   
 in one clamp and slide the bucket over the free end of the bone. Secure the  
 bone by clamping the free end.

4. Place the first load (50 g weight) in the bucket

5. Keep increasing the load  by 50 g until the bone breaks or you reach 2 kg.   
 Write down the weight in the bucket.

6. Replace the bone with the one with play dough in the middle

7. Repeat the experiment and take a note of the weight.

	 Bone			 Weight	(g)

	 Without	play	dough

	

	 With	play	dough

	

	 Which bone was stronger?		
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Why do you think it was stronger?

What is going on?
A hollow tube is weaker than a solid bar exactly the same size made from the same 
material. However, the hollow tube is lighter than the solid bar . If the solid bar was the 
same weight and length as the hollow tube it would be much thinner and weaker. Bones 
form our skeleton and help move, support and protect the body. They have a  complicated 
structure that makes them very strong but also light-weight. The outside of the bone is 
made up of solid bone tissue and the middle is filled with spongy bone tissue. 

Engineered bone can be used to speed up the healing of bones. A scaffold acts as a 
support structure for bone-producing cells (called osteoblasts). When the missing bone 
has been replaced the scaffold dissolves leaving the new bone behind. Why not do an 
internet search to find out what other body parts have been tissue engineered?

 46
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Tissue Engineering-polymorph plastic
Resource list for polymorph plastic	

polymorph plastic (can be obtained from www.mutr.co.uk)•	

heatproof watertight container•	

washing up gloves•	

hot water at 65ºC to melt the polymorph plastic pellets •	
• 

Safety tips: Be very careful with hot water. to prevent spills only 
place a small amount of hot water in the container (just enough 
to cover the polymorph). Do not heat the polymorph above 60-65ºC. 
Above 65ºC the polymorph can become sticky and adherent presenting 
the same hazard as hot-melt glue. Use washing up gloves to lift the 
polymorph out of the hot water and squeeze to remove any trapped 
water. Check the polymorph plastic is cool enough to handle by 
gently touching it with your bare finger.

1. Write down the properties of the polymorph plastic pellets-are they liquid,   
 soft, warm, magnetic, etc?

2. Now place the polymorph plastic (approx. half a teaspoonful of polymorph   
 plastic per person) in hot water at 65ºC for approx. 5 minutes. Remove the   
 polymorph plastic wearing washing-up gloves and squeeze out any trapped   
 water. If you are testing the properties of the polymorph plastic with your   
 bare hands make sure it is cool enough to touch. 

PLASTIC MAN, MR FANTASTIC, ELONGATED MAN AND ELaSTIGIRL-
They	can	stretch	their	body	parts	to	superhuman	shapes,	lengths	

and	sizes.	But	how	do	these	superheroes	change	shape?
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3. Write down the properties of the polymorph plastic immediately after it has   
 been heated and while it cools down -is it liquid, soft, warm, magnetic, etc?

Look at the polymorph plastic properties you discovered when it was hot and cold. What 
parts of the body do you think could be replaced with polymorph plastic to create super 
powers?

When heated the polymorph plastic can be reshaped over and over again. Can you think 
of any benefits this might have for a superhero or villain?

What is going on?
The cold plastic is a hard opaque solid. When its heated above its melting point the plastic 
properties change and it becomes a clear, warm, mouldable solid. It can be stretched, 
pulled apart and the pieces moulded back together again, bent and even bounces! As it 
cools down past the melting point the properties change and it once again becomes hard 
and inflexible. 
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If Plastic Man was made completely from polymorph plastic, when heated he would be 
stretchable, flexible, capable of being reassembled and could form almost any shape but 
he wouldn’t be human. Have a look at the properties of the polymorph plastic. Can you 
think of any weaknesses his enemies might be able to use to their advantage?

 49
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Tissue Engineering-tissue engineer a finger
Resource list for tissue engineer a finger 

polymorph plastic (can be obtained from www.mutr.co.uk)•	
hot water at 65ºC to melt the polymorph•	
deep heatproof watertight container•	
washing up gloves•	
cotton wool•	
flesh coloured tissue paper•	
blue and red thread•	
glue•	
scissors•	
plain paper  •	

Your finger is made up of bone, tissue, blood vessels, skin and nail. 

1. Match the parts of the finger (bone,tissue,blood vessels, skin and nail)  to   
 the picture and write the correct part in the box.

 To find out the answer see the Useful Website Section

2. Now using the materials listed above create a model of a  finger. Your model  
 finger should have a bone, arteries, veins, tissue, skin and a nail.

THE JOKER-	He	is	a	master	criminal	with	a	clown-like	appearance	

who	often	appears	to	‘die’	but	always	manages	to	return	unharmed	

and	fully	alive.	Does	he	have	a	secret	lab	with	a	team	of	tissue	

engineers	growing	new	body	parts	and	grins?

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.
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What do you think provides tissue, skin and bones with the nutrients they need 
to stay alive?

What is going on?
To create a finger we need to start by making a bone (polymorph) which acts as a frame 
for the tissue. Next attach the tissue (cotton wool) to the bone making sure there are 
blood vessels (blue and red thread) throughout the tissue supplying it with nutrients.  Now 
you need some skin (tissue paper) to cover the tissue. Finally attach your fingernail (plain 
paper) to the end of your finger.

Some body tissues can repair themselves 
but it often takes a long time. Even 
small cuts and grazes take a while 
to heal. Tissue engineers use 
cells, materials, chemicals and their 
engineering, biology, chemistry and 
physics knowledge to improve or 
replace biological functions and 
tissues (e.g. bone, blood vessels, 
liver, etc). To grow an organ 
cells are placed on specially 
constructed scaffolds. These 
biological scaffolds are used to 
form a structure which the cells can 
grow on. If the environment (i.e. 
temperature, scaffold surface, food) 
is right the cells attach and start to 
grow. To stay healthy and continue 
growing the cells need a supply of 
food and to be able to get rid of their 
waste products. 
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 Part 3: Inventing your own superhero or villain

“Imagination	is	more	important	than	knowledge.	For	while	

knowledge	defines	all	we	currently	know	and	understand,	

imagination	points	to	all	we	might	yet	discover	and	create”-

Albert Einstein 

Creative thinking techniques

Stuck	for	superhero	and	villain	ideas?	Try	some	of	the	following	

creative	thinking	techniques:

1. Get everyone to sit in a circle. Go round the circle with    
 everyone introducing the person on their left (or right) as a   
 well known superhero or villain, e.g. this is Spider-Man   
 who got his powers when he was bitten by a radioactive  
 spider and he can climb walls, shoot webs, etc.

 Then go round the circle with everyone introducing the   
 person on their left (or right) as their own made up superhero or   
 villain, e.g. this is Captain T who got his powers when the army rebuilt   
 him after he was caught in an explosion during the war and he has an    
 exoskeleton made from titanium, a bionic eye, etc.

2. Print out pictures of bioengineering technologies, e.g. an artificial   
 lung, artificial artery, etc. Pass the pictures round the group   
 with everyone telling a story about what the object could  
 be. Then go round again but this time with everyone  
 guessing what the object is. For example, an artificial   
 lung could be a pencil sharpener with numerous holes   
 for different sized pencils.

3. Start a story about a superhero ending the introduction  
 with a cliff hanger. The next person in the group continues   
 the story starting their sentence with, “fortunately”. The person  
 next to them continues the story but they start their sentence  
 with the word “unfortunately”. Go round the group continuing the story with each  
 alternating sentence starting with fortunately and unfortunately.

‘It	was	sunny	day	when	the	Jones	family	decided	to	take	a	trip	to	

the	seaside.	They	packed	the	car	and	drove	off.	Suddenly	heading	

down	Craggy	Bends	the	brakes	failed.	Fortunately	the	super	heroine	

Midnight	Blue	was	gliding	past.	Unfortunately	the	car	had	veered	

off	the	road	and	was	hanging	over	the	cliff	edge.	Fortunately	

Midnight	Blue.................’	
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Then introduce superheroes and villains. 

‘One	day	the	world	went	dark	and	everyone	heard	a	booming	voice.	

The	voice	filled	streets,	offices	and	homes	all	over	the	world.	The	

voice	told	everyone	that	the	world	as	they	knew	it	had	ended.	No	

more	green	grass	or	blue	sky,	no	more	i-pods	or	computer	games.	

Everyone	is	now	the	slave	of	the	new	ruler	and	no	one	can	stop	

them........	Fortunately	Lab	Leah,	a	superhero	with	sixth	sense,	was	

able	to	locate	where	the	voice	was	coming	from.	Unfortunately	the	

villainess	Siren	Song	was	now	using	her	artificial	voice	box	to	make	

everyone	feel	ill	and	Lab	Leah	was	powerless.	Fortunately	the	super	

heroine	Nemo	was	unaffected	and	able	to	use	her	thermochromic	

super	suit	to	disguise	herself	and...............’ 
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Developing your superhero or villain

choosing your super powers 

Answering these questions will help you create your super powers.

1. What bioengineering technologies will you use for your character’s powers   
 e.g. a cochlear implant to improve hearing?

2. Are there any technologies that you can add to improve your super power    
 e.g. linking the cochlear implant with satellite communication technologies?

3. How does the power work? Could it be scientifically possible in the future?   
 For example, if your character has polymorph plastic parts how do they heat the   
 polymorph plastic up? How do they get back to their normal shape? And don’t   
 forget they will only be able to stretch so far before the polymorph is stretched   
 to the limit and breaks!
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4. What are their weaknesses and strengths e.g. how will you stop people    
 listening in to your satellite communications or using devices to heat and    
 cool your polymorph parts ?
  

bringing your character to life

1. How did your character obtain their powers?  For example, they might have   
 lost their hearing in an explosion and when the surgeon operated he put in   
 the wrong implant - well they do very occasionally cut off the wrong leg!

2. Will their bioengineering super power be used for good or evil? If you are    
 developing a villain why are they bad?  Are they trying to get power,    
 money or both? Perhaps they had a bad reaction to the technology?
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3. Are they male or female?

4. What does their super-suit look like e.g.underpants on the inside or out    
 and are capes really out of fashion

Now you are ready to draw a picture of your 
character that shows their super powers.
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Creating comic strips

Work out how you are going to tell the story of your character and how they got their 
superpowers in comic strip format. Before you start your comic strip why not have a 
look at other comic strips to get ideas?

 A comic strip has pictures in rectangular and square panels with balloon   
 captions and a few short descriptions. 

 The story should flow from left to right.

 Use smaller rectangles to show actions close up or pictures that have   
 fewer details in them. Larger rectangular panels are used when you want to  
 show more information or events that take place in the distance. To get ideas  
 think about the way things are framed in films and on TV.
 
See useful websites for further information on comic strips and graphic novels.

Useful Websites
Please note that we cannot be held responsible for the content or accuracy of any 
website mentioned in this resource pack.  At the time of printing (October 2007) the 
website links were accurate, but may have subsequently changed.

First stop visit the engineering super powers website
www.engineeringsuperpowers.org

 BBC website ‘The Science of Superheroes’ 
 www.bbc.co.uk/science/hottopics/superheroes/index.shtml

 Extension Activity - Test your memory
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sleep/tmt/

 Extension Activity – Make your own edible lipstick 
 http://www.planet-science.com/parents/index.html?page=/parents/home. 
 html

 Motion Capture Part 2 – Generating Gollum
 http://express.howstuffworks.com/gollum.htm

 LTScotland - Reading and Making Comics
 http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/literacy/findresources/graphicnovels/  
 section/readingcomics.asp

 WikiHow – Make a comic
 http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Comic
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Answers

Superhero	and	villain	quiz	answers

Superman

Super Power Possible?

incapable of being injured or damaged no

vision powers 

(telescopic, infra-red and microscopic vision) maybe possible in future with a bionic eye

accurately remembers images sounds and objects yes

super hearing maybe possible in future with a hearing aid

Elastigirl

Super Powers Possible?

very flexible and able to stretch could be possible but not in the near future

super strength yes 

Batman

Super Powers Possible?

superior human ability in martial arts, acrobatics and escape artistry 

yes 

large selection of specialized gadgets e.g. the Batmobile yes 

a belt that contains explosives, infra-red flash light, smoke capsule, fingerprint equipment, miniature 
camera, pass keys, tiny oxyacetylene torch, gas capsule

yes 

Poison	Ivy

Super Powers Possible?

skin poisons that kill yes 

toxic lipstick yes 

killer plants yes 

Dr	Octopus

Super Powers Possible? 

A harness with arms that are controlled by the brain yes 

can lift up to nine tons or two African elephants each yes (but he might fall over) 

allow him to move rapidly (50 miles per hour) over any ground may be possible in future 
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Spider-Man

Super Powers Possible? 

able to cling to walls / stick to most surfaces may be possible in future with a gecko suit

fast and nimble with perfect balance and stability yes 

night vision may be possible in future with a bionic eye

ability to shoot / spin webs yes but only using a gadget

Bioengineering	quiz	answers
 
 Technology It is............

 bionic eye still being developed

 artificial heart still being developed 

[artificial hearts that work inside the body are still being developed and not routinely used but there are 
heart pumps that work outside the body]

 artificial arteries in use 

 artificial lung in use

[artificial lungs that work outside the body are routinely used but artificial lungs that work inside the body are 
still being developed]

 hip joint prosthesis in use 

 artificial leg in use

Motion	Capture	Answers

 A–4, B-5, C-1, D-3, E-2

Tissue	engineering	and	finger	answers

 1.	Nail

	 2.	Skin

	 3.	Bone

	 4.	Tissue

	 5.	Blood	Vessel
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